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Dyslexia Defined
Initial Issues
• Deficit in the phonological
component of language.
• Occurs at the word level.
– Difficulties with accurate and/or
fluent word recognition.
– poor spelling and decoding
abilities.

Later Issues
• Inability to read words will result in
reduced reading experiences, which
in turn impede:
– growth of vocabulary.

– growth in background knowledge.
– reading comprehension.

Adopted by the IDA Board of Directors, Nov. 12, 2002.
This Definition is also used by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD).

Epigenics: Genetics vs. Environment
• The interplay between genetics and the environment determines how
much of a characteristic will be expressed.
– Genetics predispose a child to dyslexia, a word level reading problem.
– The environment determines how severely the child will experience
dyslexia.

• Instruction is the most important environmental factor.
– Children who are dyslexic are less talented in inferring how the sounds
of language map onto print.
– They must be taught how “words work” in a very systematic and
explicit manner.

Impact of Effective Intervention
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Sooner is better, but it’s never too late!
• All children who have a genetic predisposition for dyslexia will respond
positively to explicit, systematic instruction at any age, including adulthood.
• However, once a child experiences failure, a whole set of additional issues
begin to cascade.
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Lowered expectations.
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Aligned Core Instruction and Intervention
• Intervention for students who are dyslexic is
most effective when schools provide core
instruction and intervention that are aligned.

• This means the child is using similar
strategies, especially around word work.
• The type of instruction that is critical for
students with dyslexia is also highly
effective with students who are language
impaired, English Language Learners, LowSES, as well as normally developing.
• The first step in preventing or remediated
dyslexia is to provide solid core reading
instruction.

Impact of Highly Effective 1st-Grade Core Instruction
% of Students
below the
30th%tile at end
of study*

Study

Hours of
Instruction

Intervention
Type

Reading %tile for
inclusion as
At--Risk

Foorman et al, 1998

whole year

Whole Class

18th

5%

Mathes et al., 2005

whole year

Whole Class

18th

3%

Mathes et al., 2001

40

Peer Tutoring

25th

7%

Mathes et al., 2003

40

Peer Tutoring

25th

5%

Allor et al., 2001

40-55

Peer Tutoring

25th

6%

*extrapolated to entire population

Aligned Core & Intervention at First-Grade

Study
Torgesen et al., 2000
(LIPS)
Torgesen et al., 2003
(LIPS)
Mathes et al., 2005a
(SRA EIR)
Mathes et al., 2005b
(Responsive Reading)
Chard & Harn., 2007
(SRA EIR)

% of Students
below the
30th%tile at end
of study*

Hours of
Instruction

Intervention
Type

Reading %tile for
inclusion as
at--risk

Whole Year

small groups
of 3-5

18th

1.4%

Whole Year

small groups
of 3-5

18th

0.8%

Whole Year

small groups
of 3

18th

0.02%

Whole Year

small groups
of 3-5

18th

1.7%

Whole Year

small groups
of 3-5

15th

0.93%
*extrapolated to entire population

Highly Effective Instruction & Intervention
1.

Requires highly knowledgeable teachers who possess deep knowledge
about the structure of the English language and the time to craft carefully
engineered lessons for daily instruction to students.

2.

In the absence of deep knowledge and time, teachers need well-designed
curriculum with carefully engineered lessons to facilitate effective
instruction.

3.

Such curricular materials should be crafted to:
• Integrate the various strands of content knowledge into one cohesive unit.
• Allow students to master new content in little bits with the majority of any
one lesson being spent in cumulative practice.
• Reduce the likelihood of confusion and reduce errors.

Many Strands Woven into Skilled Reading

Engineering Knowledge
Letter Names

Phonological

Spelling

Phonemic Awareness
Letter-Sound Recognition
Alphabetic Recoding
Word

Oral Language Development

Multisyllabics

Text Fluency
Comprehension Strategies

Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
• Teaches children to become sensitive to the sounds they hear in words.
• The critical skill to master is phoneme segmentation and blending.
– Supports students when they begin to sound-out and read words in print.
– Teaches the child how to hold on to phonological information in working memory
long enough to reconstitute a word from the individual phonemes.

– A well designed program will ensure that students have isolated a particular
phoneme in words before presenting the grapheme visually that represents the
phoneme.
– Also prepares student to sound-out specific word types prior to being asked to
grapple with the visual representation of the word.
– Later used to facilitate spelling.

Letter-Knowledge
• As soon as students can isolate a phoneme from a
word, students can start to learn the phonemes
that letters represent.
• Without basic phonemic awareness, it’s best to
just focus on the names of the letters.
• Knowing the names of letters, facilitates learning
the sounds they represent.

• Cumulative practice is the key to mastery!
• Teaching students to “stretch” continuant sounds
will facilitate sounding-out.

Guidelines for Order of Presentation
• There is no absolute best order.
• Graphemes that can be used to build the most words should be taught earlier.
• Separate letters-sound correspondences that are confusing.
• If 2 graphemes look similar and/or represent similar sounding phonemes,
students will get confused. (b/d, m/n, th/sh/ch, a/o/e/u/i).
• Master one before introducing the other. Once both are mastered, put them
together.
• This means ABC order for teaching graphemes is never a good idea.

• The CVC syllable type is the most common syllable in English, so start with
short vowels before dealing with long vowels.

Alphabetic Recoding

(i.e., Sounding-out)

• Teaches children how the sounds they hear map onto printed words.
• Very difficult skill for students with lexical retrieval and or any memory issues.
• Students should start alphabetic recoding as soon as they know a few letter-sound
correspondences that can build a word.
• Teaching student to “sound-out” a word is easier if the initial letter represents a
continuant sound.
•

Example: Sat is easier to sound-out than bat. /sss/aaa/t/ vs. /b/aaa/t/

• Key is to speed students up over time. The goal is to teach the student to process
and unitize word parts.
• This strand continues through the 6 syllable types and into multisyllabic word work.

Fluency
• Systematically work on fluency from the beginning.
• Cumulative review of graphemes/phoneme
correspondences should be fast. (See-it, Say-it).

• When students are learning to sound-out words, allow
less and less think time over time, until they are
processing words automatically.
• When students read text, have them read it more than
once.

Use of Decodable Text
• Almost all highly effective interventions rely of decodable
text to develop text fluency.
• It is possible to use “authentic text” if the teacher selects
books carefully, selecting only books that have elements
student have learned. (example: Responsive Reading)
– The key is to ensure that students have the alphabetic
knowledge needed to read the words that comprise the
book without guessing.

• Any text that a child has the knowledge and skills to read
with out guessing is decodable for that child.

Decoding and Encoding
Incorporate spelling in service to word recognition.
•

Build on phonemic awareness to spell words. (“Say the
word sound-by-sound, then spell it in the order that you
hear it.”)

•

Reinforces alphabetic knowledge – “Which way do you
spell ē in /treat/ment/?”

•

Reduces memory load and makes apparent the structure
of words.

•

When a child can spell a word, we know the child has
fully specified orthographic representation of the word.

Incorporate Vocabulary and Comprehension Work
•

While students are learning how to read words and begin
reading simple text, it is important that they are engaged in
listening to stories above their decoding level.

•

This aspect of instruction may remain part of the core program.
Intervention teachers can assist by focusing on vocabulary
words learned in the story read during core instruction.

•

Teaching morphographs crosses both vocabulary and
multisyllabic decoding instruction.

•

Comprehension strategy work can begin both with stories read
orally to children, as well as even simple text.

Other Aspects
Effective

Ineffective

• Model new content.

• Colored lenses.

• Fast paced delivery.

• Teaching students to:

• Highly engaging – meaning the teacher
keeps the child academically engaged,
not entertained.

– Use picture cues to decode words.

• Errors are corrected immediately.

– Memorize whole words, rather
alphabetic recoding.

• New content is mastered before
moving on.

• Tenacity

– Use syntax and semantics to decode
words.

• Expecting these children to infer
how words work.

• Relying solely on authentic leveled
books.

Not Necessary – but not harmful
• Tactile/kinesthetic activities such as air writing, writing in sand, etc…
•

May add value in increasing academic engagement, but can take-up too much instructional
time.

• Learning the names for all the alphabetic concepts – such as syllable type names,
types of graphemes (e.g., r-controlled vowel, diphthong, bound morpheme, etc…)
•

Students don’t need to know what the elements are called, just how they operate in words.

• Reciting all the rules of phonics.
•

There are a small set of rules they need to know – those that help the student discriminate
situations. (for example: “If there’s and e at the end, the vowel before says it’s name”).

• Placing diacritical markings to indicate how the word is pronounced.

Back to the Real World of Schools
• Dyslexia services fits nicely within a Tiered model of services.
• The challenge is ensuring that instruction provided at the various Tiers
incorporate the needed elements delivered in an effective manner.
• The deep knowledge needed to design and deliver the kind of instruction
students with dyslexia need may be deficient in many locations.

• Presenting workshops on this content is a good step, but it is not enough.
• Purchasing a well-designed curriculum is a positive step. However, the
most effective curriculum is only as good as it’s implementation.
2222
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Teachers Need Support
• Research indicates only three professional development
approaches promote real change in teacher practice:
– Job embedded ongoing coaching

– Personalized learning content
– Professional learning communities (PLC)
• New technology is allowing teachers to get the support they need by
blending these three models of professional development into one
support system.
2323
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Teacher Tenacity
Teachers who participated in Hoot Coaching were more likely to:
• keep working with students experiencing
difficulty until mastery was achieved.

• were more confident that they were
providing effective instruction, and were
more likely to stick with the program.
• were more likely to prioritize small group
instruction to ensure that it really happened
everyday.
• Their students scored better on multiple
measures of reading.

Hoot Blended Coaching
• Allows a teacher to participate in a personalized learning experience mentored
by an expert coach and supported by a team of other teachers who work
together as a virtual professional learning community.
• Hoot Education replaces in-person coaching, ineffective one-size-fits-all
workshops, and eliminates the large costs associated with travel and down time
for these activities.
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The Hoot Nest of Features
• Video annotations and configurable
observations coding rubrics.
• Immediate observation feedback
reports for teachers.
• Video conferencing and
collaboration.
• Virtual professional learning
community.
• Personalized learning tools.
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IDA Fact Sheets
• AD/HD and Dyslexia
• Adolescents and Adults with Dyslexia

• At Risk Students English Language
Learners

• Educational Promises
• Effective Reading Instruction for
Students with Dyslexia
• Evaluating Professionals

• Common Core State Standards and
Students with Disabilities

• Gifted and Dyslexic

• Dyslexia and the Brain

• Home Schooling

• Dyslexia Assessment

• Spelling

• Dyslexia Basics

• Testing and Evaluation

• Dyslexia Stress Anxiety Connection

• Transitioning from High School to College
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• Helpful Terminology

• Understanding Dysgraphia

